
creating better environments

Floriworld

The floor as an atmospheric connector in a colourful inner world
FloriWorld, a brand new tourist attraction is an interactive and
relaxing day out for lovers of flowers and plants. It offers a colorful
and impressive total experience, in which the visitor actively
participates and is immersed in an unforgettable experience.
General Manager, Rick Pesik has every reason to feel proud.  Ann
Das, interior designer and responsible for the total 'look and feel'
of FloriWorld, has added an extra dimension to the total
experience through the use of different types of flooring: namely
the connection between the different rooms and the literal basis
on which one experiences each room individually. The great
thing about the Forbo collections is that they are mutually
attuned, have a large and diverse range of colours and designs,
and have their own unique design possibilities through digital
printing," says Ann.   Almost all of our floors are represented, both
sheet material as well as planks and tiles. From soft green and
natural shades from our Marmoleum collection to bright Flotex
colours, from digitally printed vinyl to Safestep non-slip vinyl
because of its beautiful shimmer. From entrance to restaurant to
skylounge. See for yourself, a beautiful total project of which the
end result is awesome!
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Revêtements de sol utilisés

Marmoleum
Walton
titanium

Marmoleum
Authentic
mist grey

Marmoleum
Splash
fruit punch

Marmoleum
Splash
salsa verde

Marmoleum
Splash
limoncello

Marmoleum
Vivace
sunny day

https://www.forbo.com/flooring/fr-be



Marmoleum
Authentic
natural corn

Flotex Borders
tangerine

Flotex Borders
electric

Flotex Colour
Metro cherry

Tessera Chroma
eucalyptus

Flotex Vision
Pattern
Patch of Grass

Safestep R12
charcoal

Flotex Colour
Calgary ash

Flotex Naturals
quarry tile

Allura Wood
dark graphic
wood

Coral Welcome
blue lagoon
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